
 

 
‘here is text for pages 1 and 2 and four pics for a collage 

(?) on front page. Let me know if there's room for Car-
toon by James Swinson from ‘Close Encounters on 
the District line’  
 
They have brought gay rights and LGBT activism into 
focus within the workplace and  explained the nature of 
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The NHS is in its 70th year. But the service now faces the most serious threats in its history. 
Cuts, lack of resources and privatisation mean that the NHS is being deliberately undermined. 
In this issue, Jan Pollock describes the formation of the NHS, recalls her own experiences and 
urges us all to join the fight to save the NHS. Demonstrate in London on June 30.  

NHS 2018: 70 YEARS OLD BUT 
WE NEED TO FIGHT FOR IT 



 

 

 
NHS 2018 70 Years old but we need to fight for it 

disposable injection-pens on prescription to use      
wherever I am. With better treatment and good care, I 
went to university and became a secondary school 
teacher—with a heavy work-load even then. But work-
ing as a teacher, I was always happy to pay my tax. But 
teaching (and trade union work) have not taken up all 
my life. In the early 1980s, proposed cuts at my local 
hospital got me involved in working with my friend, Liz 
McEwan on the Executive of the local Community 
Health Council (later abolished by Tony Blair), then we 
worked in anti-cuts campaigns for our NHS with workers 
at the local hospital. As someone with a chronic (funny 
word!) condition, you can either get upset when your 
service is being cut or get active! And so campaigning 
has had to go on. Since the 2012 NHS and Social Care 
Act there's been a huge increase in privatisation; I've 
seen hospital specialists cry about its constant increase, 
as Government funding must now be turned into profits 
for share-holders in those private companies. Nye 
Bevan would not take the Government's insistence on 
Austerity as a reason to underfund our NHS (he re-
signed in 1950 over this)—and nor should we as 
its 70th birthday approaches. Jan Pollock  

 
Uproar in Haringey: Hornsey 1968 Occupation of  
the Arts School Lisa Tickner writes in ‘Hornsey 1968: 
The Arts School Revolution’: ‘I enrolled (at Hornsey) in 
1961, when I was 16, beginning as a student on the 
intermediate course (the first 2 years of the 4 year   
National Diploma in Design), and switching in 1962 to 
the pre-diploma course (the foundation year for the new 
Diploma in Art and Design). In 1966 I graduated with 
the first cohort of Dip AD students and in 1967, after a 
postgraduate year in sculpture, I embarked in a Ph D at 
Reading University. In the autumn of 1968 I was invited 
back to teach art history part-time. Hornsey, and its 
successor institutions, have been at the centre of my 
professional life.  
 
‘On 28 May 1968 students occupied Horney College of 
Art, initially for 24 hours, in a dispute triggered over 
control of Student Union funds. A planned programme 
of films and speakers expanded rapidly into a critique of 
all aspects of art education. It led to 6 weeks of intense 
debate, the production of more than 70 documents, a 
short-lived Movement for Rethinking Art and Design 
Education (MORADE), a 3-day conference at the 
Roundhouse in Camden Town, an exhibition at the 
Institute of Contemporary Arts, prolonged confrontation 
with the local authority... The Hornsey sit-in merits a 
mention in accounts of the period as a further instance 
of student unrest (in 1968).’ 

Under a National Coalition Government during the 2nd 
World War, the UK had an Emergency Health System 
for all. Rationing, conscription for both men and 
women and government control of big industries to  
produce ammunitions, uniforms, etc. What a contrast to 
the pre-war Depression when private wealth ruled the 
roost! This led to enormous debts - largely owed to USA 
and not paid off till the 2010s. But in 1945 Labour's ‘Let 
Us Face the Future’ manifesto demanded equality in 
peace as well as war. It referred to the Beveridge (a 
Liberal appointed by the National Coalition Govern-
ment) Report of 1942 which argued against ‘5 giants’: 
Want, Ignorance, Squalor, Disease & Idleness 
(unemployment). With the Labour landslide victory in 
1945, Aneurin Bevan, a Labour left-winger, was       
appointed Minister for Health & Housing (the           
connections were clearly understood then!). The     
manifesto promised, "Money must no longer be the 
passport to the best treatment". So Bevan began plans 
to weld the previous mish-mash of voluntary (charity) 
hospitals and nursing homes for the rich into a health 
service for all. He based his ideas on the way things 
had worked in the South Wales mining village he came 
from, where every miner paid in an affordable amount to 
insure he and his family were covered, ‘From the cradle 
to the grave’ (Beveridge Report).  

   
In 1946 a National Health Service Act was passed and 
came into operation in July 1948. Bevan's main opposi-
tion came from the British Medical Association (BMA), 
the doctors who all competed to buy the richest area to 
be their practice.  They said they didn't want to be 
‘mere’ employees of the state and were against receiv-
ing a set salary. The Act also prohibited the sale of GP 
practices. In the end, Bevan said he'd had to "stuff their 
mouths with gold" by restoring the idea of 
10% pay-beds in every hospital and increas-
ing their proposed salary. In fact, he gave in so little, 
it took till June 1948 before the BMA signed up to work 
for the NHS. It was to be paid for by progressive      
general taxes with the richest paying most and every-
one paying their National Insurance. The ‘Appointed 
Day’ for the NHS to start came at the start of July 1948. 
I was lucky enough to be born in autumn 1949. The 
NHS has been particularly useful to me as in1960, aged 
10, I became a Type 1 insulin-dependent diabetic—an 
expensive condition in other countries.  I had fun—and 
brilliant care—at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital for a 
condition which was then unusual in children. The   
doctors and nurses all applauded my doing my first 
injection—a wonderful start!   
   
All my medical needs were covered by the NHS. In 
those early days I had to boil up my metal syringes and 
needles in a pan at home every week and  blood-testing 
for sugar was done with a Bunsen burner once a term in 
a hospital lab! Nowadays I get blood-testing sticks and 

 

 

Hornsey 1968 occupation 



 

 
1/4/94 (ie one year after incorporation). And throughout 
the struggle there were people in the leadership of  
NATFHE who stated publicly that defending the Silver 
Book was defending the indefensible. Although high 
levels of grassroots resistance continued, employers 
now had the power to withhold pay increases from  
lecturers who refused to sign.  
 
During the period to 1997, around 18,000 tenured full-
time lecturing posts were lost across FE, while to help 
break the resistance Ward organised the Education 
Lecturing Services (ELS) agency that supplied        
principals with vulnerable, non-unionised staff to do the 
growing proportion of hourly-paid, casualised teaching. 
By removing the capacity of governing bodies to control 
principals, incorporation also generated financial    
scandals where principals  enriched themselves through 
franchised course deals, and at the same time, opened 
the door to increases in bureaucracy that further         
de-professionalised lecturers' work. 
 
All in a Day's Work The ‘All in a Day’s Work’ book with 
foreword by John McDonnell is available for £12.90 with 
post & packing, reduced rates for bulk orders and a 
special half price offer for trade union members. Please 
ask for a free review copy that you can take to your 
trades council or branch/regional/district council     
meeting. The book contains extracts from over 100         
interviews conducted in west London.  
 
Contact  0207 2727649 
email dave@britainatworklondon.com                            
or write to: 15 Wellington Road, Norwich NR2 3HT  
(cheques payable to Britain at Work London Project)   

 

In a year when the lecturers’ union UCU, has been 
taking unprecedented industrial action over pensions, 
it’s useful to recall the destruction of the Further     
Education sector in the  1990s and the fightback 
against   worsening conditions, PFI and mass          
redundancies by FE lecturers and NAFHE Rank & File. 
Colin Waugh, editor of Post-16 Educator and author of 
Plebs, gives an account.  
 
Prior to 1993, further education colleges were        
controlled by local  education authorities and funded 
through a central government rate support grant. Via 
the 1992 FE Act the Major government turned them 
into freestanding 'corporations' funded through the 
Further Education Funding Council (FEFC). Most   
principals either welcomed or acquiesced in this 
'incorporation', and even in the lecturers' union,     
NATFHE (now UCU), which was organised in        
workplace branches, the only opposition came from   
an unofficial leftwing grouping, the Socialist            
Lecturers' Alliance. 
 
In preparation for the start of incorporation in April 
1993, 200 (out of around 500) principals organised 
themselves in the College Employers' Forum (CEF), 
appointing as its Chief Executive the former ASTMS  
official, Roger Ward. By January 1994, 355 colleges 
had joined the CEF. Ward set about imposing new 
contracts on lecturers. Whereas the need to attract 
skilled industrial workers into technical teaching had 
meant that the old, 'Silver Book', contracts were quite 
good, the CEF contracts, launched in January 1993, 
took advantage of the Thatcherite deindustrialisation—
and hence the abolition of time-served apprenticeships 
and the part-time technical education central to most 
colleges—to destroy the negotiated conditions that had 
made FE teaching a desirable job. 
 
NATFHE branches all over the country began to    
campaign against the new contracts, encouraging 
members to refuse to sign. In the period which followed 
there were two years when NATFHE amassed the 
largest number of strike days of any union. For       
example, of 280,000 days 'lost' to strikes in 1995, 
63,000 were by NATFHE members. The general    
secretary at the start of the struggle, Geoff Woolf,  
attempted to support this movement, but the national 
executive, controlled by a 'broad left' faction based 
mainly in higher education, took a dim view of grass-
roots activity that it could not control, and when Woolf's 
first term ended in 1994 they organised a situation 
where the AUT deputy general secretary John Akker, 
who could be relied upon to back away from action, 
replaced him. Meanwhile, in February 1994, the FE 
minister Tim Boswell wrote to the CEF announcing that 
the government would withhold 2 per cent of FE    
funding unless all lecturers were on new contracts by 

 

The Murder of Further Education  
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11th Durham Light Infantry 

Thomas Bashforth and John Mulrenan 
 
Remembering John Mulrenan John, who has died 
aged 63, helped make NALGO (now part of Unison) into 
a militant, participatory and forward-thinking trade   
union. He was one of a big group of members who, in 
the 1980s, pushed NALGO into being a modern union 
that took strike action, joined campaigns, and          
developed a democratic structure which promoted the 
interests of women and BAME members. John did not 
separate his political activities (of which there were 
many) from his union role as Southwark NALGO branch 
secretary in London to fighting the poll tax. He was a 
‘joiner’: the Labour party, the SLP, the Socialist Alliance, 
Respect and the Peoples’ Charter—the opposite of 
those ‘armchair’ socialists who say ‘I’m not a joiner’. He 
was also an excellent union tutor for many years, one of 
those politically-minded activists from the front line who 
could bring his knowledge and experience into the 
classroom. John fought fiercely for his members but he 
was always a good comrade—fun to be with and had a 
sharp sense of humour. And he retained his love of 
punk and the Clash. 

 

Martin Bashforth’s The 11th Durham Light Infantry in 
Their Own Names (Amberley, Stroud, 2011) In his 
Memoirs, Victor Serge wrote ‘Farewell, Paris! I took the 
Barcelona express. The trains and railway stations un-
veiled another face of war: the soldiers. They were 
toughness itself, rough-hewn, stiff, and uncomplicated 
as a mask of stone: ravaged.’ Serge was trying to de-
scribe politically the effects of the 1st World War on 
those who fought. Martin Bashforth’s book has the 
same compassion and anger about the war but in huge 
scholarly detail. 
 
In this, the final year of the 1st World War’s 100th      
anniversary, Martin’s 2011 book stands as a tribute to 
the working class of Durham: the individuals, their    
families and the communities of which they were a part. 
It is an intensely personal account, using letters and 
other documentation based on hours of research, 
thought and writing. And because Martin traces the 
wartime experiences of his grandfather, it resonates: my 
grandfather fought at Gallipoli and was lucky enough to 
come home but with a form of concussion that probably 
killed him after the war. 
 
The 11th Battalion primarily provided skilled labour for 
the 20th Division but also acted as infantry. The book 
reconstructs the human story of this unit, in order to   
explore the average experience of an average soldier in 
an average battalion. Martin draws on diaries, letters 
and the collection of pension and service records    
available online as well as secondary sources. This 
makes for a rich and detailed account informed by the 
role played by Martin’s grandfather, Private Thomas     
Bashforth, who volunteered in 1914. 
 
Martin ends his book by saying ‘There is no “one size 
fits all” pattern that can be crammed into some officially 
designated formula of remembrance and this was 
equally true in 1919.’ He doesn’t hide the fact that he is 
a passionate critic of war or that his book was being 
written when western imperialism was once again on 
the march in Iraq and Afghanistan. But, he adds, this 
does not mean that we do not feel for the soldiers who 
died or their families either then or now. Dave Welsh 
 
Britain at Work London Group secretary Dave Welsh 
chairman John O’Mahony treasurer Jan Pollock      
outreach/IT Rima Joebear newsletter editor Tom Vague 
contact dave@britainatworklondon.com  Please visit 
www.britainatworklondon.com featuring info about our 
book 'All in a Day's Work', all of our newsletters,      
information about the London project, special features 
and short extracts from our interviews.  

http://www.britainatworklondon.com/

